


About DanceSmith

We are India’s Leading Professional Dance Performance and Production
Company.

We started in September 2012 by Mr. Sujit Kayal and registered in Dec 2014

We have successfully conceptualized, organized and executed large scale
production for live entertainment of international level.

At DanceSmith, we believe in Deliver the best, to be the best.



We all keep saying that India is the country of “Unity in Diversity” because of
our rich and colourful culture. Our languages, religions, dance, music,
architecture, food, and customs differs from place to place within the
country.

The concept of incredible India is designed to showcase various Dances
forms from every corner of the country. The show is an attempt to present a
small glance of our country at one stage. The act include folk dance forms of
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Punjab, Assam, Karnataka and Tamil
Naidu. One Hour of act is performed by 6 lead and 60 back up artists.

Props and Costumes are exclusively designed by us to do the justice with the
show and the performance.

INCREDIBLE INDIA



Rajasthan
Rajasthan has its own interpretation of
presenting their cultural in the forms of
Ghoomar from Udaipur, Kalbelia from
Jaisalmer, Kathputli (puppets).

DanceSmith exclusively designed Costume,
Props, Unconventional Puppetry and
selection of songs will bring cheer and joy
in the function enjoyed by every age group.



Gujarat

Gujarat is full of colours and rich with their culture. Their traditional way of
celebration is unique and itself very entertaining.

DanceSmith presents the Gujarati cultural dancing by performing Dandiya,
Garba. Rass Dance with beautiful costumes and props to magnify the occasion
and celebration of the function.



Tamil Naidu

Bharatanatyam is not only the folk dance of Tamil Naidu but also one of
the reputed Indian classical dance form which is reorganised
internationally.

Bharatanatyam is a major genre of Indian classical dance that originated
in Tamil Nadu. Traditionally, Bharatanatyam has been a solo dance that
was performed exclusively by women and expressed Hindu religious
themes and spiritual ideas, particularly of Shaivism, but also of
Vaishnavism and Shaktism.

DanceSmith has trained Bharatanatyam classical dancer who perform
very professionally and merge the touch of Indian classical in the
performance of Colours of India.



Punjab
Punjabi folk dance has many version
of dancing include Bhangra, Giddha,
Jhumar, Dhamal which is performed
with full fun and whoopee to
increase the level of zeal in the show.

Presentation of Punjabi folk by us
will surely take all the audience to
the dance floor and tap the feet.



Maharashtra

Lavani is one of the world famous folk dance of Maharashtra performed
by female performers. The word Lavani derived from Lavanya, meaning
beauty. This form is a combination of dance and music, which is dealt
with different and varied topics such as society, religion, politics,
romance, etc.

DanceSmith creates the folk feeling with their beautiful performance



Assam

Bihu is the folk dance performed in Assam during spring seasons. The
form of dancing includes both male and female with their defined role in
which female performed with formations and male follow them by
playing instruments.

DanceSmith include all props like Japi, dhol, Pepa and taal to execute
the exact essence of the dance form.



Gallery



Studio: A-27 (Basement), C.R. Park (Entry from Savitri Cinema Complex)
New Delhi-110019 India

Mobile: +91 7042 7938 00 / 01 / 02 / 03 / 04 / 05 / 06
Website: www.dancesmith.in
Email: info@dancesmith.in, booking@dancesmith.in
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